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Daddi	Long	Legs

 4 ft. Daddi Long Legs (ea.) DD-4000 632016 
 6 ft. Daddi Long Legs (ea.) DD-6000 654787 
 8 ft. Daddi Long Legs (ea.) DD-8000 632014 
 DLL PVC Base (ea) DD-B100 645078 
 DLL Boat Base (ea.) DD-B105 672961 
 DLL Sandbag Base (ea.) DD-B110 706898 
 DLL Boat Railing Mount DD-B115 732251 

Boat Base: This Lexan 
adapter attaches to 
the Daddi Long Legs 
base. It attaches 
to your boat with a 
bungee cord or rope.

Sandbag Base: The 
weighted sandbag 
base can be used 
in areas where the 
standard boat base 
is not appropriate.

Boat Railing Mount
When birds consider 
your boat’s railing a 
perfect perch, attach a 
Daddi Long Legs with 
our boat railing mount.

PVC Base: When 
drilling is not an 
option, Daddi Long 
Legs can be attached 
to the PVC glue-on 
base adapter

easy to install
The Delrin (plastic) base can be screwed into most surfaces and comes 
with a 1/4” adhesive neoprene gasket. A PVC  
base adapter is available for glue-on applications. When placed together 
in groups, overlap the tips 4 - 6 inches.

how it works
Thin, stainless steel rods rotate in the breeze and wave menacingly, 
interfering with birds’ wings as they attempt to land.

removable
The center spindle can be easily separated from the base to access the 
area its protecting.

hard to see
The Daddi Long Legs is inconspicuous from short distances and 
practically invisible from afar. Its unobtrusive design allows for use in even 
high visibility areas like shopping/walking promenades and parking lots.

humane
The waving rods have plastic tips to prevent injury to birds or humans.

mounting Daddi Long Legs

 WhErE tO UsE 	  	Rooftops and other open areas, A.C. units, streetlights

 tArgEt Bird  Gull, pigeon or larger

 Bird PrEssUrE 	Light - Medium

 MAtEriAL  Stainless Steel and Delrin Plastic

 instALLAtiOn Delrin base is screwed to surface, glue-on bases available

instALLAtiOn LEvEL Easy

PAtEnts 5,343,651 and 5,452536
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Keeping birds off these street lights is simple with 
two 4-foot Daddi Long Legs. 

A sea of Daddi Long Legs are installed to keep 
birds off this metal roof.

Used with a boat base, Daddi Long Legs can be 
removed while the boat is in use. 

Call us first, we’ll help 
you win your big projects. 
Assistance with material 

selection, estimating, 
training, and price support.


